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there should
not be required by anyWhat a difference a couple of weeks
body at the
can make when a very contagious virus moment.
hits the world. Group gatherings limited to two people and keeping 2 meOur adult sailing program “Start Sailtres apart has put sailing off the agen- ing 1”, scheduled for the weekend of
da, not only for BHSA but for all sail28th and 29th of March, was postponed
ing clubs.
about a week beforehand and has been
rescheduled for the 19th and 20th of
Our Riversholme series was cancelled September. That weekend has excelafter race #3 and of course also our
lent tides to peak around 1.30pm so
Easter Regatta. I’m hoping we can run this should give an excellent spread of
the Iceberg Series starting late in Sep- water over the river for learning to
tember— fingers crossed.
sail. The first race of the Iceberg Series
is also on the Sunday but with an exI hope that no one in your family or
cellent high tide height of 1.61 metres
any of your friends have suffered from there will be plenty of room for everythis nasty bug. I think everybody
one to sail. Of course I am presuming
knows the routine now. Wash your
that we have more control over the
hands regularly and keep your disCovid virus by then and that authoritance.
ties allow us to use the river.
I don’t personally know any one who
has the virus, but I have a nephew who
is a doctor at the Monash Medical Centre and his girlfriend is an intensive
care nurse and they are in the thick of
it. So far so good, and with good practices and some luck they will escape
illness.
Barwon Coast have basically closed
the foreshore facilities around the
Ozone Jetty, including the jetty and
the toilet block to which our club shed
is attached. They both have “closed”
signs on them, not that we use the jetty
any more and if you need a toilet the
signs direct you to the ones at the entrance to the caravan park. The play
park toilets close to the shed have
signs warning they are classified as
unsafe but are still open. The play park
is closed too including the drinking
fountain and the outdoor “wash off
sand” shower. Our club shed door is
unsigned but access to anything in

Just as a matter of interest, over Easter I noted the weather conditions each
day just to see how our Easter Regatta
would have fared for sailing conditions.
Good Friday would have been OK with
a lightish wind with overcast conditions and a nice 8 to 10 knot north
westerly.
Our feature race, the Sheepwash,
scheduled for the Saturday afternoon,
would have been a write off.
The gale force south-west wind was
blowing up a large south-west swell
which, together with the already huge
high tide of 1.81 metres, created a flow
beneath the bridge that looked like
Niagara Falls. Every once in a while
conditions come together like that and
the water belts in like the rapids in a
flooded stream.
The Sunday, as the scheduled Sheepwash back up day, might have just run
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but this could have been debatable. There were very
light conditions with another massive high tide and the
race would have taken a long time to complete. It may
have required some sailors to be towed out of the Sheepwash area because of the light winds like last year (not
mentioning any names). Monday was the pick of the days
if we raced with the temperature at 21 degrees, the sun
out and a sea breeze at about 10 to 12 knots. Ideal!
While on my bike exercising I checked the Ozone beach
on the Saturday with the huge 1.81 meter high tide and
there was definitely no room for social distancing with
barely room for 4 catamarans to set up at 2 metres apart.

New channel marker not far from where we usually

ANZAC day is another function that has suffered because of the virus but on ANZAC day morning some flowbed and I think if you accidentally hit one you and your
ers were laid at the Barwon Heads ANZAC memorial
boat will be coming off second best. Undoubtedly fishing
(out the front of the community hall ) on behalf of the
boats will moor to these to add difficulties to our courses.
club. Lest we forget.
The two big floating buoy channel markers that were
If you’re an out of towner and you haven’t seen the river just to the north of our usual starting line have been replaced. Interestingly we have a new large green buoy in
for a while, then we have new channel markers right
the same style in a position about 100 metres to the
through the river from the Barwon Heads boat ramp
right down to the bridge. The small little pyramid buoys south east of the Ozone jetty. It is the only new added
channel marker in the river. I have included a photo of
have been replaced with fixed stick type markers (see
photo below) similar to those we had years ago, of which this with a black line marking the buoy in the photo and
only number 4 and number 10 were still standing during this buoy may be in the way sometimes in a southerly
and with plenty of competitors on the river. It should
our last summer races. None of these new sticks have
make for some interesting tacking to avoid and if you hit
numbers on them but just before the “stay at home” rethis, or perhaps another boat, in busy conditions then,
strictions came into place I had a close up inspection of
them in my tinnie and they are quite solid. They are not like the stick markers, you’ll know it.
steel but a thick black plastic pipe driven into the river
Well that’s about it for this report. If we can’t sail soon
we may have to do computer sail racing from home similar to what the V8 super cars are doing with virtual racing. Our next committee meeting due in June will probably have to be done by “ Zoom” which is a video conferencing computer program which we have been using at
work and is quite simple to use.
Keep in mind that the “Start Sailing 1” for adults is in
September and if you, or someone you know, is interested then you can book online on the BHSA website page
scroll down to the bottom of
the page and click “here” for all information about Tackers as well as “Start Sailing 1” program. There you will
find links for further information and for enrolling in the
courses. Hopefully there are no major Covid-19 restrictions by then. I think social distancing will be
around for a while and a saying which I heard the other
day has stuck in my mind: “this is not the beginning of
the end but the end of the beginning”.
Stay safe.

Gerard Burke.
Commodore
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A FEW of our BHSA OLD SALTS

Herbert
Lees

Russell Keam

John Robinson

Guyon Wilson

Gordon Cornell ;

Eris Hess;
Balcombe Griffiths

David Hoskins

Roger Benallack

Don Dunoon & Frank Steuart

Greg Martin

Eris Hess

Gordon Young

Russell
Fane

Mark
Derham

Hamish
Lonsdale

Peter
Agg
Frank
Steuart
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PROFILE of a SAILOR
Rime of an Ancient Mariner, a.k.a. a chat with Frank Steuart
Some of you may have read Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s
1798 classic poem, The
Rime of the Ancient
Mariner, from where
the BHSA “Ancient
Mariner’s” trophy derives its name. In the
poem, an old sailor
recounts a range of
weird and wonderful
experiences from his
adventures at sea,
such as being tied to
the mast in a storm
and of being becalmed
for days in the tropics.

broking firm Dennys Lascelles Ltd), lived on her then
large property “Waverly”. He also spent holidays at the
Barwon Heads houses owned by his great aunt Laura
Wettenhall. The houses on the river were later bequeathed to Frank’s mother (who joined the two houses
together) and much later passed to Frank. He attended
Geelong Grammar (as a border) from the age of eight
and weekends at BH provided very welcome breaks.

Frank’s first effort at boat building

He recalls first trying to build a boat at the tender age of
seven or eight and that when he attempted to board this
first, grand vessel, it promptly sank.
Over the summer I had the opportunity to hear a few
weird and wonderful experiences from one of the founders and “ancient mariners” of the club, Frank Steuart,
which I thought might interest others, as they had interested me.
Frank was born in 1923 and has memories of boating at
a time not long after the original Barwon Heads bridge
was built, when bathing boxes and Couta boats were
plentiful around the mouth of the Barwon. Although
born in Melbourne, Frank spent time in Lorne, where
his grandmother, Ethel Lascelles (of the Geelong wool

A little later a kindly ﬁsherman, who owned one of the
several big row boats moored near the house, put a long
mooring rope on one, provided some cut-down oars, and
when the tide was in, Frank taught himself to row.
The Blue Boat
Perceiving his need for a seaworthy boat of his own,
Frank’s grandmother commissioned her man-of-allwork, David Logan, to build one; a ten foot, broadbeamed rowboat, which Frank’s memoirs record as having been “a beautiful boat, easy to row, very sea-worthy,
and the love of my life (at that time)”. Having been
painted the light blue of Geelong Grammar, “The Blue
Boat” was born, which was to take Frank fishing, exploring, and a
little later,
sailing, by
the addition
of a small
triangular
sail with an
oar for a
rudder.

The two cottages on the Barwon River when
owned by Laura Wettenhall
4
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His father (Dr Roger Steuart) died when Frank was 12,
succumbing to the effects of being gassed in WW1. A little later his mother bought Frank a small Evinrude outboard for The Blue Boat. This enabled him, when he was
older and on calm days, to motor out to the wreck of the
Orungal.

ing to Frank’s memoirs, “It was at that moment that my
mother saw us, and came running through the mangroves, hauled us out of the boat, and took us back in her
car.” I can imagine that some strong words may have
been spoken in the household that evening!
I am grateful to Frank for his many years of service to

During a wild and stormy night in November 1940 the
captain of that passenger steamship mistook the rainblurred lights of Barwon Heads for Port Lonsdale, and
the Orungal steamed ashore onto Formby Reef, just east
of the entrance of the Barwon River - instead of passing
safely through the middle of the Rip.
Frank recalls that the RAAF (from whence the name
“RAAFs Beach” comes) used the wreck for bombing practice during the latter half of World War 2 and, helped by
this pounding, the ship gradually rusted away, with the
last pieces of its boilers disappearing from public view
around 2009.
BHSA
Frank’s interest in sailing made him a natural founding
member of BHSA, and his house on the river an obvious
place to become the BHSA’s unofficial headquarters for
many years. I recall enjoying timelord duties on the second story of Frank’s house, where he allowed members
to sit on his small balcony, providing a clear and sheltered view of the race below. I also recall banging my
head on roofing beams, as access to the balcony was via
a narrow wooden ladder and through the roof cavity of
the house.

Frank’s balcony which served as the BHSA Timelord
station, where the starting system was permanently
setup and we could in comfort enjoy a cuppa or drink
while officiating.

the club (of which many newer members may be unaware) and for his fascinating recollections of local history
and boating stories. I will long remember his loudpitched call of “Skippers for briefing” prior to races and
his use of many ingenious sailing devices, such as the
steering system that Serena constructed for his Hobie
Frank can tell a great many other tales, such as the time 14; Frank would be seen sitting right at the front of his
he and a friend went fishing up one of the little creeks
tramp, pulling on the ropes at the front of the tramp
near Ocean Grove when a storm swept in. Being quite
frame, as he tacked and navigated the course.
sheltered by the mangroves and getting some good bites
from young mullet and trout, the boys ignored the storm Much more could be said about this gentleman, and if
anyone is looking for a great cup of tea and a good yarn,
and were oblivious to the fact that Frank’s concerned
mother had sent out a search party for them. It was only I can highly recommend a visit to one of our last
remaining “ancient mariners”. Thanks, Frank
when they finally rowed back into the main part of the
river that they ran into the full force of the gale. Accord-

MORE “OLD SALTS”:

Stu Johnston and Sally
Sievers

David Chipchase
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RESTORING A 45 YEAR OLD SURFCAT
Simon Waters
Our racing season being closed by Covid-19 is for the best
since we do congregate on the beach, and we have seen
that is highly discouraged. I would argue that sailing one
-up is actually an effective form of social distancing, but
it's not as simple as that (nothing ever is) and the point
has been made that if a sailor got into trouble and needed rescuing, the virus could easily be transferred that
way. Nevertheless I hope we can get back out on the water sometime soon but meanwhile it's probably maintenance time - for us and the boats!
When I pulled the cat out of the water a few days ago and
checked the condition of my Pelican Hooks I was horrified to find one of them only had about two threads grip
on its adjuster rod, meaning the whole sail could have let
go anytime in the last three months of summer sailing. They also had quite a bit of corrosion in the lock nuts
but came up almost like new with some cleaning and
straightening.
The pelican hook, which comprises
a stainless steel threaded rod and
bronze knurled lock nut, is the
quaint name is given it by Ronstan. This was their original legendary cantilever tensioner for
side stays on the surf cat. To my
amazement this part is still available and identical to the original. The Windrush, as you
probably know, now use the slotted plate method rather
than the complicated and expensive pelican.

bring it home whenever you want.
The Surfcat, as the name implies, was designed for sailing in the surf, unlike the later Windrush cats. Built to
last, it was nothing if not robust. This means it has survived to the present day in reasonably good condition,
even including the original sails which are surprisingly
good. But the downside: the heavy old-school design
makes it slow to race, the developments in modern hull
design, not to mention sails in recent decades become
painfully obvious.
But for me, at 68, the pure joy of rediscovering sailing is
somehow more intense than when I was young. You appreciate the rush of the water, the colours and the simple thrill of harnessing the wind so much. But also the
fun of meeting all the colourful characters in BHSA has
been fantastic, at least until the Covid-19 curfew descended on us all.
As for the repairs needed on the cat, perhaps the most
critical yet invisible were the corroded aluminium rivets on the boom, mast and deck. They have a nasty tendency of popping off at the most embarrassing time, for
example rounding the first mark in a race. Most of the
stays and all the cleats were renewed but the

The distinctive orange sail of my 1975 surf cat has always been on the Barwon since new and while sailed for
its first 15 years it was stored in a garage for the next 30
because no one could be bothered with it. About six
months ago my cousin kindly gave it to me so I set about
repairing and restoring the old girl so at least it was safe
to sail. This diagram shows the dimensions of a special
buggy I designed for wheeling it down to the river, for my
house is about two streets away and I couldn’t be bothered with a boat trailer. The buggy has turned out extremely well since it can transport entire boat assembled
if need be or in pieces since the cat is a modular design,
the hulls fixed to the tramp with only four stainless steel
wing nuts. This means it's fairly easy to dismantle and

Running before a 20knot breeze
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most manufactured items today, they are usually marked
"made in China" but next time you're in a boat shop have
a look at a Ronstan part. It says made in Australia every
time.

hulls needed very little work, a tribute to the maker
which became Windrush in the late 70s. Incidentally the
present owner of Windrush, Brett is not only a very helpful guy but happens to be the current world Tornado
champion.

My photo shows how it performed in 20knot winds (too
chicken to put the jib on that day). But on another fateful
Another tribute is due to Ronstan, that brilliant Australi- day about two weeks later a gentle 10kn northerly sudan owned company and now pre-eminent, as we all know, denly became a 30kn southerly, a brutal education about
for yacht fittings. It is astounding to me that all the Ron- the force of nature. Knocked down four times, exhausted,
stan brackets and pulleys on this craft are virtually as
I ended up sailing it to Ocean Grove using the upturned
good as new after more than four decades, including the
tramp as propulsion, the sails submerged in the water.
good old pelican hooks mentioned above. If you look at

2020 ICEBERG AGGREGATE SERIES

As usual, final series totals are your accumulated points for a maximum of 75% of races run in a series. If only 3 or
fewer are run, then all races count. BHSA points system.
The Iceberg Aggregate is a handicap series (Skipper personal handicap) and Catamaran and Monohull classes are
combined.

BHSA DISCOVER SAILING COURSE
Covid-19 restrictions prevented us hosting this course in March. Now we are planning, in conjunction with Australian Sailing, to hold the sailing course for adults during September on the weekend of 19th and 20th.
They provide the instructors and the boats, check planning progress by copying to your browser or clicking the
link:

https://www.theboatshed.net.au/events/61604/
Course content is described on https://www.discoversailing.org.au/course/dinghycourse/
7
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Profile of a Sailor – The Robinsons
“Faster than you can say Jack Robinson” is apparently an
18th century expression to show that someone or something is very quick. Wikipedia, love it or hate it, lists four
possible historical sources of the expression, but I had to
smile at the fourth, which links “the origin of the phrase
to a comic song of the 1840s, written and performed by
one Tom Hudson, which tells of a sailor who returns from
a voyage to discover that his wife has married another
sailor in his absence”.
I’m not sure that any of the Robinson family have ever
been stuck out on the water long enough to relate to that
story but I know for a fact that many of the Robinson clan
are fast sailors. It would certainly be true that during
many races, especially when I was sailing my Mirror,
Greg and crew seemed to have finished the race faster
than I could say Jack Robinson.

racing experiments, such as trying to start 20 Mirrors on
a run, which he said was a disaster. Nevertheless, he
much preferred having his children in the boat as crew
each day, to standing and watching them play in the water.
Reflecting on the early years of races, John recalled that
tide charts didn’t come out until January, so Herbert Lees
(“a very competitive soul”, says Greg) tried to work them
out on his own but “probably only got about 10% right”.
He also recalls a serious bid to build a club house (sound
familiar?) that was turned down by the authorities.

Recalling memories of James (Jim) Campbell, John commented that “he was a brave (perhaps foolhardy) adventurer, not necessarily a competitive racer”. Like all of us
at that time Jim began with a Mirror (see history of the
Safari) and later bought an early Hobie 14, which he used
I had the pleasure of reminiscing with John and Greg
for many crazy and unusual expeditions. John recalls
back in January, and they’ve kindly agreed to allow me to that Jim loved to sail the Bombora (the big wave that risshare some of their tall tales with you all.
es over the reef out from the bluff) when it was “green”,
i.e. before it broke, and in high winds. One day Jim, his
John Robinson’s Recollections
son on board, sailed up and over the top of the Bombora
John Robinson is one of the BHSA pioneers, having joined and flipped the boat upside down, smashing the mast. He
and his son went sideways and they all eventually floated
the club soon after the founders, Hector Bourne, Frank
in to shore at Ocean Grove. In 1988 Jim organised a
Steuart and James Campbell, all of whom he knew well.
BHSA flotilla to sail out to meet the tall ships as they
John grew up in Brighton and started visiting Barwon
passed on their way to the heads. In the end only Don
Heads about 65 years ago with his then wife-to-be PatriDunoon and Gordon Young joined the expedition and next
cia O’Connor, whose family had a beach house there.
day The Age featured a photo of Jim and his Hobie surWhile he worked as a dentist in Bayswater, John recalls
rounded by power cruisers and square rigged ships.
spending many holidays watching his own children play
on the shores of the Barwon until, one day, probably in
When I asked John what he thought of his first boat, the
1970, he saw a Mirror sailing past and remembers asking Mirror, he waxed lyrical: “Every magazine said this is the
himself, “Why am I standing here watching when I could worst design ever; ‘it was an ugly duckling, it will never
be out there?”
work, ugliest design ever’ according to the critics, so eveJohn soon got in touch with the aforementioned gentlemen, joined the BHSA, and remembers some of the early

ryone went out and bought one, despite those reports, and
it took off. Blockey, the boat builder in Chapel St. Prahran made them”. John still recalls from memory many of
the original design criteria, for example that a Mirror had
to be easily transportable, gaff-rigged, unsinkable and fit
on top of a car.
John also remembers that he,
and others, used to walk up the
steps at Talbot street with the
Mirror hull on his back, like a
tortoise. This was a procedure
originated by Rex Fettell and
very likely is the reason many of
the founding members suffered
bad backs. I suspect that later
Mirrors, while they did have the
lighter aluminium mast, had
probably inherited so much extra
paint, ply and glue, that they had
acquired many extra kilos, which doubtless explains why
I never could carry one on my back.

John Robinson (left) with James Campbell
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club suggested that John Robinson had an unfair advantage over others because he’d check the wind speed
each day, select the correctly weighted son for the race,
then farm out his other children to the other sailors as
crew.

When I asked him how he learnt to sail, John said he
read Nightingale’s book, “Dinghy Sailing for Boys or
Girls” (which Amazon claims is still available for purchase today), threw it on the beach, hopped into the yacht
and worked it out himself. Nothing like trial and error as
a teacher, I guess.
John later purchased one of the first Windrushes in Victoria and, within a year, John’s son Greg and a friend had
destroyed it by taking it out in the surf and rolling it on a
big wave. A water skier, who was standing watching with
John at the time the boys went out, said he’d never seen
anything like that (i.e. a catamaran in the surf). He asked
how he could have a go, and it was at that very moment,
apparently, that the boys capsized the vessel, somewhere
near the rocky reef where the Arungel (see the Frank
Steuart article) lies hidden today. Perhaps the local divers know of some Windrush fittings down there too?
John also recalled that they owned one of the first windsurfers down at Barwon Heads. He remembers that they
purchased one in 1980 and first took it to St. Kilda to try
out. He felt that windsurfers had a brief heyday on the
Barwon, which included a number of “Surfaris”, before
they were overtaken by faster, more aerodynamic water
transport. Eventually, as the Mirror fleet shrank, John
converted to a Laser and enjoyed the tactical racing; it
was also a good way to stay fit over summer.

Greg recalls that after crewing for years in the Mirrors he
was hooked and loved sailing any boat on the Barwon
over summer. At one stage he thinks that the family had
two Mirrors, a Sailfish and a Windrush. Greg also remembers that, as teenagers, they “popped all the seams,
broke everything, poor Dad was forever repairing the
boats.”

Greg Robinson’s Recollections

Later, Greg went into big boats between the ages of 18
and 25. He sailed the Sydney-to-Hobart and the “Winter
Series” on the bay, both in keel boats. After a stint in the
US, he came back to Barwon Heads with his wife Caroline to “recreate his childhood for his own children”.

Greg added his recollections to those of his father. He recounted the great excitement of buying their first boat
and remembered having it rigged with full sails on the
front lawn. Apparently John’s younger daughter, Kay,
was (tiny and) terrified by this apparition, and Greg
laughed, recalling that they acquired the reputation of
“four boys and dad who at first had no idea how to sail.”

Greg remembers that he switched from the Pacer to the
Laser because his own kids moved onto other sports and
it was a better competition. He feels that the “conversion
Greg mentioned that John Lees Jnr. worked out the first point” for the club from two-up Mirrors to one-up vessels
Mirror spinnaker to be used on the Barwon and got better was possibly when the crews all left, around 1978-79. At
very quickly. A vicious rumour (probably true) around the that stage, everyone who was crewing went to windsurfers and that possibly sounded the death-knell for two-up
racing on the Barwon (just for the record, I sailed two-up
in my Mirror until 2017, but I admit it was a bit lonely
out there). As soon as jump boards (design with foot
straps and wave jumping) came out, suggests Greg, they
killed the “family board” windsurfer and stopped the involvement of families and young ones because everyone
went in different directions.
Greg recalls days when Gwens, Fireballs, Cherubs, Lazy
Es, Sailfish, Minnows, Sabres and Fairy Penguins could
all be found sailing or in a race, though for many years
the Mirror was the dominant boat. He also smiles to recount how in the off-season one always had to “paint the
boat”. Not so with a Laser, which is simply stripped of its
gear and “stuck in the shed”.
One last reflection of Greg’s involves a comparison between racing today and racing in years past. He feels that
rules were a lot more important in the past; there were

Greg with his crew members
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serious “discussions” and protests on the beach in those
days*. There were no 360s out on the water then, but
there were protests! Greg feels that one thing that is good
today is that there are virtually no arguments because
you can simply take your penalties to expiate your crimes
(not that everyone notices bumping that buoy…). One
thing that was better in the “old days”, on the other
hand, was more competitive racing; 10 Mirrors finishing
very close together; Committee discussions on the beach
post-race; races so tight because of the large number of
boats in a class.
I am grateful to John and Greg for their time, and found
it very interesting to hear their recollections. So folks,
next time you see one of the Robinsons on the beach or on
the water, make sure you have a chat; I can assure you
that you will learn something, quicker than you can say
Jack Robinson.

* editor’s note: now we expect sailors to know the rules and
the heavy hand of the handicapper deals with infringements
that are not expiated by the boat at fault. These days members
generally disqualify themselves when they realise they have
erred, but we can reinstate protest hearings should members
request it.

RATTY’S QUIZ WINTER 2020
While you are sitting there in isolation, sipping a wine
and nibbling cheese, warmed by fire crackling in the
hearth, let us distract you from your jigsaw puzzle with
a light quiz related to sailing.
Click on the link:
https://forms.gle/Cq18ejjC58XcVuua6
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This is a screen grab showing you the opening page of the Quick Quiz. It is not the actual page (you must
click the link).
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